
Shopping for jeans is no trifle. Unearthing 
the perfect pair of vintage jeans—which lack 
the magic of twenty-first-century stretch and 
come in limited, often baffling sizes—is a 
time-consuming, patience-testing task. Un-
less, that is, The Vintage Twin is doing the leg-
work for you. Since 2013, the Manhattan-based 
pop-up founded by twin sisters Samantha and 
Morgan Elias, 26, has been making the process 
positively breezy by eliminating the need to  
rifle through piles of aged wares. Instead, a 
staff of well-trained “jeaniuses” eyeball each 
shopper’s shape and spirit a surefire winner 
out of the hundreds of pairs that line the walls.

In 2010, while Samantha was attending the 
University of Michigan, the Eliases opened 
a brick-and-mortar shop in Ann Arbor, pro-
viding coeds with both reworked vintage and 
original designs. Three years later, the twins 

kicked off an ongoing series of NYC pop-
ups, where they offer jeans ranging from 

$75 to $450 and other vintage finds to 
style bloggers, celebrities (Bella Hadid 
is a return customer), and—judging by 
the foot traffic on one recent visit—most 
of Manhattan’s model-off-duty popu-
lation. “Girls have FOMO,” Samantha 

says. “They will try on 10, 15, 20 pairs 
and then go back to the first one.”

For me, it only takes two. The first, a 
Levi’s 512, fit better than any pair I’ve 

ever owned. Still, they lack the spark 
one hopes for in all relationships, 
denim included. The second, a roy-
al-blue, ’80s straight-leg with a high 
waist by Lee, look like they’ve been 

tailored to my body—and give me a 
butt that would make Sir Mix-a-Lot 

proud. After Samantha crops the hem 
(gratis with the purchase) and Morgan 

applies one of the store’s vintage patches  
(each $9—I choose a gold heart on the 
back right pocket), I’m in possession of 
my perfect jeans. Jeanius training takes 

“three days to three weeks,” Samantha 
says. Here’s our 30-second crash course:

1. When shopping for high-waisted jeans, hold 
the pair up to your neck—if you can wrap the 
waistband all the way around so that the edges 
just touch, they’ll likely fit. 
2. “Skinny jeans are a thing of this century,” Sa-
mantha says. If you’re looking for an ultratight 
fit from hip to ankle, expect to tailor.
3. Break out of your brand comfort zone. 
“Wranglers get these cool washes,” Saman-
tha says. Or if, like me, your waist-to-derriere  
ratio is low, you might be a Lee girl.
4. For a no-fail DIY hem—and a crop they be-
lieve works with all heel heights—cut at the  
anklebone, then throw in the wash to fray.
5. How to spot a true vintage diehard: selvage. 
Crisp white edging on the inside of the leg 
seams is a sign the jeans were handmade. In 
Samantha’s words, “The fit is sublime.” 

YOU CAN GO 
YOUR OWN WAY 
These Instagrammers are taking 
customization into their own hands

Vintage “jeaniuses” Morgan 
and Samantha Elias have a 
sixth sense for sniffing out the 
perfect fit. By Keziah Weir 
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A CUT ABOVE
Pro tips: Invest in 
sewing scissors; 
trim ¼ inch less 

to allow for 
fraying.

Morgan and Samantha 
at the “Jeanius Bar”; 
the author in her Lees

Is it an emoji? 
Nope, it’s a 
patch! To find 
out where to buy 
all the patches 
on this page, see 
Shopping Guide. Sa
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